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 Carlo Coppola 

"The meeting organized by the writers was called the

international congress for the Defence of Culture and met in

Paris from 21-26 June 1935, in the Palais de la Mutabilite.

Some two hundred writers attended; the number of countries

represented varies according to whom one reads". 1

 Christina Stead  E. M. Forster 












 'The leader" 


 "All-India Progressive Writers Association" 
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"The basic fact is that the movement did not start in 1936, but

in 1932, and was publicly announced in 1933".Pp-3
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1. Carlo Coppla, The all-India progressive writers accociation: the

early phases, comprises, Carlo Coppola, Marxist influence and south Asian

literature (Delhi: Chanakya Publications, 1988)18

  



3. Ahmed Ali, The progressive Writers movement and creative

writers in Urdu, comprises, Carlo Coppola, Marxist influence and south

Asian literature (Delhi: Chanakya Publications, 1988) 43-44
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